
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of talent acquisition. If you are looking for an exciting place to work,
please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for talent acquisition

Partner with Group leaders, Talent Management, and recruiters to meet
strategic objectives around acquiring and retaining top talent
This position reports to the Vice President of Global Talent Acquisition who is
based out of the Corporate Headquarters in the USA
Full Life Cycle Recruitment Oversight - manage all phases of recruitment
process for salaried positions for US locations that ensure a candidate pool of
the highest quality
Direct all staffing activities which include actively recruiting candidates,
reviewing and coordinating applications/resumes, interviewing and verifying
references, and consulting with hiring managers to ensure standard, quality
approach is adopted
Drives the full life cycle recruiting process
Consults with management and supervisors to identify personnel needs, job
specifications, job descriptions, job duties, qualifications and skills
Assists in the identification of recruitment programs to support diversity
initiatives
Assists with special projects such as recruitment process and tool
implementations, college relations and management trainee programs
Provides administrative support on more senior level recruiting functions
Coordinate internal recruiters

Qualifications for talent acquisition

Example of Talent Acquisition Job Description
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Proficient in a variety of sourcing techniques including social media, print and
on-line recruitment
Deep functional/technical expertise in talent acquisition at a global level
•Experience of leading across geographies and global teams and developing
people at all levels •Awareness of labor and employment laws impacts on
recruitment policies •Strong understanding of industry best practice and
market trends
Engage and partner with the hiring manager/business unit leader to
understand the hiring requirements
Develop inovative recruitment strategies and manage the end to end hiring
activities, delivering an efficient and effective service to all involved in the
hiring process
Monitor and ensure 100% compliance of hiring process


